The inductive definition is complete if we assume fc" > 0. Indeed, for an arbitrary polynomial P, n n (5') Pit) = £ ayfc/ = £ aj.nPiit), 3=0 i-0 the a,," being determined uniquely by the a, and k¡, where // kjt'pjit)wit) dt = 1, so that fc" fcn-i v^2 (6) xpnix) = T--5-p"+i(a;) + 6"p"(x) + -^-p"-i(x) + £ bjtnpjix) n^n+l *Cn i=-0 in any case, with bj,n = 0 by (5). Then n Knix, t) = £ pyUJPiU)
these being the standard Christoffel formulae (see [1] ).
If / is of degree 2n -1 or less, the quotient Q of/ by p" is uniquely determined, with remainder p*(<) = fit) -Qil)pnit) of degree n -1 or less. Then, if p"(z¿) = 0, n being fixed, J p*it)wit) dt = I f(t)wit) dt, by (5), and (8) [ fit)wit)dt = ¿ZWifixt), Jl i as before. (The formulae (7) guarantee the separation of n distinct zeros in /.) 3. Sums of Squares. The Cesàro-one sums
are expressed in the way suggested by Christoffcl's method as follows
where bs = // í{py(í)|2w(í) dt and fc_i = 0.
Beginning with fc2(6i -b0)/ki = ci,2, we see that bj = bj+1 for all/ if and only if w is symmetric over /. After a translation, we may assume in this case that the Piit) are alternately even and odd polynomials. We assume that this condition holds in the sequel.
Let so that
Then, for suitable constants c" , we set
To make this formulation of sums of squares useful, the weight function w is further restricted.
The expansion of p_2X = (1 -2rt + r2)-as a power series in r,
(1 -rzr\l -rz)~x = £C/(0r,> y=o subject to z + 2 = 2t = 2 cos 0, «2=1, 0 g r < 1, determines the Gegenbauer polynomials C" of order X > 0. If y is any successively differentiable function of p, r 2 5j/ dry = 2 dj/ ÓV2 ^ 3i2 ~ dp2 '
In the above case, y = p 2X, so d2y/dp2 + ((2X + l)/p)idy/dp) = 0, and so if* 2dJ + (2X + l)rd/ + (1 -Í2) f| = (2A + l)ig.
âr ôr ai2 ai
Comparing coefficients in the power series, we have
Multiplying by C/(<)» alternating the indices n and/, and subtracting, then integrating from t = -1 to t = 1, we have C/(0 = VÄ/Py(f), the {pj} being orthogonal (with property (5)) with respect to w,
Here, r+i £ iC>it)}2wit) dt = hi, easily calculated explicitly. From the definition above, using the series and the binomial theorem, n A + 3 -l\ A + » -3 -l\ _;
We may make direct use of the Christoffel formulae (7), comparison of terms in a linear expansion, and induction, to obtain in + 2X -1\ 2hnko\n + X) = xf 1, feyn(n + 2X -1) (n + X)(n -1 + X) ' and {2\ + n -1> 0(1/\n + X)2) uniformly in n for fixed X by Stirling's formula. We set 2 = (1 -t2fl2pnit), and find =(n + X)(l-<2)X/2-1A"W, using (6) and (11). If LniD -{Pn(0i2(l -t2) + ÍA"(0¡2, (1 -í2)|p"«)An(í)l á Ln(t).
Differentiating the logarithm of Ln , and integrating, we have i /¿»O n ji\k-i\ / l^d -x)| \t\ . .
In particular, lim».. L"(í)(l -<2)X_1 = 2/tt, -1 < t < 1. However, relation (10) now reads as follows:
r m = _2y x(l-X){py(Q}2_X(l-X){pn(Qj2 "W " y=S (/ -1 + X)(/ + X)(/ + 1 + X) (n + X -l)(n + X) '
¿?+i (/ -1 + X)(/ + X)(/ + 1 + X)
The maximum of z2 = {p"(i))2(l -I2) in any subinterval of / with endpoints t = Xi or t = ±1, corresponds only to A"(<) = 0, so that if in + \)in + X + 1)(1 -Í2) è |X(1 ~X)|, € p"(í)(i-í2)xU±e) <?, and, otherwise,
is uniformly bounded, by (12) Otherwise, dz/dt < 0 if í ^ 4n + 2. We cannot have 2 = 0 there, since z > 0 if t -> oo for fixed rc. Then
